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NTTA PICKS UP SAFETY AWARD
Author: Safety Admin 27.09.2013

The NTTA Maintenance Department has received the 2013 Roadway Work
Zone Safety Awareness award in the local/municipal training category from
the American Road and Transportation Builders Association. The annual
awards program recognizes specific programs, education campaigns or
innovations in technology that demonstrate excellence in promoting safety
in roadway construction zones.
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In fact, the NTTA is the first entity in the state to deploy two mobile barrier
systems that protect drivers and work crews during short-term roadside
maintenance projects where use of a semi-permanent concrete barrier is
not feasible.
After NTTA bought its first mobile barrier in 2009, maintenance staff
quickly experienced its ease of use and protection from traffic. The NTTA
purchased a second barrier in 2010, and both barriers are used daily, more
than earning a return on the investment for each barrier.
The
barriers
take less
than 10
minutes
to set up
reducing
the
amount
of time
workers
are in the
lane thus the amount of time of traffic is impeded. A time-lapse video
shows NTTA crews setting up and clearing one of the barriers. Workers pull
the barrier on a trailer to the temporary work zone, lay rumble strips on
the road, and then clear the barrier, returning again later to repeat the
demonstration. The total time lapsed for both demonstrations was less
than 15 minutes from set up to completion.
The barrier system incorporates a smooth steel beam with an impact
cushion on the end facing oncoming traffic. The barrier is towed into place
using a semi-trailer truck. Federally required crash tests showed that the
barrier can effectively redirect and absorb the impact of a 2.5–ton vehicle
(such as a passenger vehicle or a pickup truck) going more than 60 miles
per hour.
Traditional barrier methods for work zones are either ineffective against
high-speed traffic or take significantly longer to deploy than the actual time
needed to complete the short-term project. Having a quick and effective
way to provide positive protection from oncoming traffic assures full
compliance of safety procedures among maintenance work crews.
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WELCOME TO THE NORTH TEXAS TOLLWAY AUTHORITY’S
SAFETY BLOG!
Author: Safety Admin 24.09.2013
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As part of its commitment to safety, the NTTA has launched this blog to
help improve safety on NTTA roadways and update motorists on the latest
safety information. In this blog, NTTA safety experts will offer tips on how
to keep drivers safe – whether it’s spotting possible drunken drivers or
checking tires for tread wear and proper inflation – and update drivers on
new initiatives or community programs.
Here at the NTTA, safety is always our first priority. Just to give you an
idea—we develop and use cutting-edge technology, from weather sensors
to mobile guardrail systems, to keep our customers and employees out of
harm’s way. The NTTA Command Center watches over our roadways 24
hours a day, seven days a week, to address roadway issues and assist
drivers, public safety officers, employees and others in need. All you have
to do is call the NTTA Command Center at
214-224-2200 .
Speaking of helping drivers in need – did you know the NTTA’s Roadway
Customer Service program was developed to keep NTTA customers safe
and traffic flowing smoothly? The RCS team changes flat tires, adds water
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